
"The Fractal Market: It is amazing to note that stock 
charts, even Equivolume charts, are fractal. This term, 
borrowed from chaos theory, merely means that it does 
not matter what time frame we are looking at—the pic-
ture looks very much the same. A weekly chart has for-
mations similar to those on a daily chart, and the for-
mations on a daily chart resemble those on an hourly 
chart. As long as it’s an active enough item being chart-
ed, even a one-minute chart looks very similar to a much 
longer-term chart—so much so that if we were looking 
at a chart of an active issue, with no time frame defined, 
it would be difficult to guess whether it was an hour 
chart or a daily chart.", "Stop and Make Money: How to 
Profit in the Stock Market Using Volume and Stop Or-
ders", Richard Arms, Wiley Trading, 2008 
 

Richard Arms 
 
When I was in Stockholm recently teaching Bollinger 
Bands for IG, a man asked if I knew Richard Arms. That 
was interesting as I had just been thinking about reach-
ing out to show him the new chart from our Market 
Timing Chart Pack combining the Arms Index with Pe-
ter Eliades Open Arms Index. I had hesitated because he 
was not always open to the ideas of others involving his 
work. He thought that his approaches, carefully worked 
out over the years, were the right ones. In the course of 
the conversation I learned that Dick Arms, as he was 
best known, had passed away this March. He is of 
course best known for the Arms market-balance Index 
(TRIN or MKDS), but he also worked extensively on 
Equivolume. 
 
The Arms Index is also widely known as the TRading 
INdex, or TRIN, and to an earlier generation of brokers 
and customers as MKDS, its symbol on Bunker Ramo 
quote machines. Like On Balance Volume and Stochas-
tics, the provenance of the Arms Index is a matter of 
debate. I feel that these debates do the popularizers a 
disservice. Joe Granville’s name is synonymous with On 
Balance Volume even though there may have been earli-
er versions—Woods and Vignola are commonly cited. 
Just as George Lane’s name is synonymous with Sto-
chastics, Dick Arms’ name is synonymous with the 
Arms Index. Those are the men who breathed life into 
those ideas and who widely taught and disseminated 
them. I do think that it is important to give proper credit 
to the earliest citations, but it is also important to accept 

the champions of those ideas as equally important. Did 
Joe Granville know that Woods and Vignola had devel-
oped OBV before he did. We will never know for sure, 
but it was Joe who took the ball the ran with it. 
 
For some reason, most likely my interest in the history 
of technical analysis, I have been involved in some of 
the debates about provenance. It all started years ago 
when I was working at the Financial News Network. 
There one of my responsibilities was the tickers that ran 
at the bottom of the screen. For example, it was I who 
created and put on the ticker symbol PREM, which 
tracks the relationship between the S&P futures and the 
underlying index. At the time we used the symbol TRIN 
for the index that portrayed the balance between advanc-
ing and declining issues and up and down volume. Here 
is the formula: 
 
TRIN = (advances / declines) / (up volume / down vol-
ume) 
 
When the TRIN is one, there is relatively as much vol-
ume in the advancing issues as in declining issues. 
When there is more volume concentrated in declining 
issues, as there is in a down market, the TRIN will be 
greater than one, and when an advance builds and the 
greater volume is in advancing issues the TRIN will run 
at less that one. 
 
One day Dick Arms called to ask if we would rename 
TRIN to ARMS on our ticker and quote boards. He ex-
plained that he had created it and would like proper 
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credit. I did as much research as was possible in those 
pre-internet days, calling any number of important tech-
nicians and asking about the provenance of the TRIN 
and all seemed to agree that Dick Arms deserved credit. 
So after some time to reflect I went on air to announce 
the potential symbol change. No one seemed to object, 
though I did get a couple of calls suggesting MKDS, 
which was clearly a niche opinion, so TRIN became 
ARMS. Were I to consider the naming again today, I 
would still be inclined to rename it ARMS, for he was 
clearly the person most closely associated with the work 
and the one who had literally written the book(s) on it. 

Provence of ideas can be a tough issue. The provenance 
of the calculus is still debated. Some argue Newton, 
some Leibniz. In that debate I favor Leibniz as his usage 
has been commonly adopted. In technical analysis I tend 
to prefer crediting the popularizers, the people who took 
the ball and ran with it. But then there are really thorny 
questions. Take RSI ranges as an example. Andrew 
Cardwell clearly invented and popularized RSI ranges, a 
very cool and useful idea that touches on first principles, 
but it was Connie Brown’s book that was selected by 
the Market Technicians Association as required reading 
for its exam program and that is how many people 

The Volatility Index — VIX — One Year 

Value Line Arithmetic — One Year 
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Growing confidence has taken the VIX 
lower, but it seems that less than 10 is the 
worry level these days. 
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That is a failed breakout of a trading range 
known as an Up Thrust in Wyckoff terms, 
which suggests that there is more work to be 
done yet before we can record news highs.  
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The NYSE advance-decline is lead-
ing stocks higher. See pages 12 and 
13 for other views of the A-D line 
that confirm this strength. 

NYSE Composite and New Highs / New Lows Histogram — Daily — One Year 

NYSE Composite and  Advance - Decline Line — Daily — One Year 

I’d really like to see more new 
highs, but with that peak behind us 
that will take a while. 

No sign of weakness in the  
advance-decline data. 
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learned the approach. The bottom line is that for many 
younger technicians RSI ranges are Connie Brown’s 
work, yet Andy was clearly the progenitor and original 
popularizer. In fact, I have one of his early seminars on 
cassette in which he teaches it 10 years before Brown 
published the idea in her book. Even Bollinger Bands 
are not beyond the fray. Over the years I have been con-
tacted by a number of people who said that they were 
there first, yet no one offered concrete evidence when 
asked and those claims faded away. I am comfortable 
that there was no Newton to my Leibniz, but who can 
say for sure? The bottom line is that for me it is: Arms, 

Bollinger, Cardwell, Granville, Lane and Leibniz. 
 
All of which brings us to Equivolume, charts where the 
width of the bars is determined by volume. The prove-
nance there is clear, Edwin S. Quinn created the idea in 
the ‘30s and even published a chart service, Trendo-
graphs, based on it of which I have a treasured copy. For 
some inexplicable reason which I cannot fathom the 
idea faded from the public gestalt until Dick Arms rein-
vented it and ran with it. What are we to do/say there? I 
choose to acknowledge Quinn, because that is the way I 
learned the technique, but the vast majority of people 

FTSE — Daily—One Year 

 

Nikkei — Daily — One Year 
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That’s another Up Thrust and there are a few more of 
them around, so it’ll take some more work before we 
see sustained new highs for the broad market.  
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The Nikkei is lagging, but the 
structure is good. Expect a try at 
a new high.  
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know of Equivolume through Dick Arms’ evangelism. 
 
It seems a shame that the history of technical analysis is 
dotted with such conflicts, yet there it is. What I think is 
most important is to acknowledge the roles that each 
person played over the years rather than trying to parse 
the claims. That way each of the contributors gets their 
due. 
 

Bollinger Bands 
 
Perhaps I should take a moment to discuss Andy Card-
well’s approach to identifying the main market trend 
using RSI, Welles Wilders’ Relative Strength Index. 
(Alas even RSI is not above the fray; I have heard coun-
terclaims for it too, but let’s let all that rest.) Andy’s 
idea was that the ranges RSI traded in contained infor-
mation. The default reference levels are 70 and 30. 
However, in bull markets RSI tends to run between 80 
and 40, and in bear markets it runs between 60 and 20. 
So one could use the ranges RSI trades in to define the 
prevailing trend. It turns out that is a first principles idea 
with broad implications. 
 
I disseminated Bollinger Bands via television (FNN), 
rather than in print. At the time my writing skills were 
rather poor, so it took many years before I finally broke 
down and wrote an article on Bollinger Bands for Tech-
nical Analysis of Stocks and Commodities. The subject 
of that article was combining indicator action and Bol-
linger Bands, which had always been a central theme for 
me. The indicator I used was RSI. At the time John 

Slauson was working at Equis International, the home of 
MetaStock. I worked with him to implement the ideas I 
presented in that article and code them into MetaStock. 
The result became MetaStock’s Bollinger Bands Sys-
tem, a system that works well to this day. 
 
One of the interesting aspects of RSI is the unique aver-
aging method that Welles Wilder employed. For many 
years programmers would either use an exponential av-
erage or a simple moving average instead, both of which 
generated results that differed from the published calcu-
lation. It was Greg Morris who first alerted me to the 
problem many years ago. That problem has mostly been 
eliminated by now, but there are are still some improper 
formulations in the wild, so be sure to check RSI on 
your platform for correctness. Unfortunately it is at the 
extremes, where the most information in RSI is, that the 
improper calculations yield the greatest differences, so 
this really matters. 
 
The bottom line is that combining Bollinger Bands and 
RSI, both first principles ideas, is still a viable approach 
that has not been arbitraged away over the years. 
 

Bollinger Band Time Frames 
 
One of the questions I get most often regards the ap-
plicability of Bollinger Bands across various time 
frames. In preparing this letter I reread much of Dick 
Arms’ output and found the paragraph at the head of this 
letter, which is as good an explanation of the applicabil-
ity of technical tools across multiple time frames as I 

Treasury Rates — One Year. 

Short-term rates are higher, but the 
yield curve is flattening in the ab-
sence of visible inflation.  
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Crude Oil ETF — USO — One Year 

 

have read. The only practical limit I have found is in the 
very short-term when there is not enough market activi-
ty in each time period to a get a good picture of the price 
formation mechanism at work. As long as there is 
enough activity in each bar so that the process of price 
discovery is clearly evident you are good to go. For 
Google or Amazon or SPY and other highly liquid vehi-
cles those might be very short-term bars indeed, but for 
some thinly traded stocks even hourly price bars might 
be too short; you just have to look and see. 
 

It is true that I am a daily bar trader, but that is an arti-
fact of how I learned and where I am comfortable, not a 
rule for others. I have seen Bollinger Bands and the re-
lated tools applied successfully from the shortest-term 
charts to daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or even year-
ly data. It is up to you; choose the time frame that is best 
for you. Then adjust your tools if need be, or simply use 
the defaults, which is where I would recommend you 
should start. 
 
 

Gold Stock ETF — GDX — One Year 
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It just isn’t a very pretty picture. 
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All quiet on the Golden 
Front, expect an increase 
in volatility soon! 
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Forex 
 
The dollar has been on a real tear and that's important, 
because the increased buying power makes foreign as-
sets more attractive. There is another factor operating as 
well, the Federal Reserve Board just raised short-term 
interest rates again. Today we find the ultimate risk free 
asset, US Treasury bill rates at much more attractive 
levels than just a year ago. 90-day bills are trading near 
1.9% and the one-year bill yields 2.3%. Those yields are 
a powerful magnet to capital in a troubled world. Money 

that had been reaching for yield in all sorts of 
'interesting' places is gladly returning to a safe haven. 
Capital flight and increasing purchasing power are 
working on creating an important nexus soon. It is easy 
to imagine that the next change to our allocations might 
be an increase in the International allocation. 
 
Bitcoin remains under distribution, though it is trying to 
find support at a logical place, the February lows. I con-
sider the sector to still be in a downtrend. Just as we do 
when stocks are in a downtrend, I suggest looking 
through the altcoins for developing opportunities to exe-
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Big Oil Stock Index — XOI — One Year 

Oil Service Index — OSX — One Year 
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Verging on ugly. 
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Commodity Prices — DBC — One Year 

cute when we have solid evidence that a bottom is in. 
 

The Current Market 
 
It does seem incredible, but there is just no denying it; 
the current market is strong. All the market internals are 
vibrant, but yet they aren't really over bought in the clas-
sic sense of an important market top. The four advance-
decline lines that we track, the NYSE plus the Russell 
1000, 2000, and 3000 all made new highs last week and 
the sort of divergences we expect to see at or near mar-
ket tops simply aren't present. No, the picture isn't per-
fect, but it is darn good. I expect that the trade war 
machinations will continue to be a drag on larger stocks 
and capital will continue to seek solace in smaller 
stocks, which are thought to be relatively immune, 
though I am not at all sure about that. 
 
One of the investment witticisms I learned early on is 
this: "The most bullish thing a market can do is get over 
bought and stay so." and that is exactly what is happen-
ing. This market has been mildly overbought for a year 
or more and the demand for stocks really shows no signs 

of deteriorating. That mild over-bought condition is 
making a lot of people worry, which is exactly what we 
want. The more worry the better, as another old witti-
cism avers: "Wall Street climbs a wall of worry." Basi-
cally the idea here is that strength begets strength until it 
doesn't. What we look for to advise us when strength is 
going to fail are divergences. That's one of the major 
uses of our Market Timing Chart Pack. It provides an at-
a-glance look at the health of the market; sort of like the 
information doctors gather from a regular physical. If 
the doctors find something that alerts them, they look 
deeper. That’s exactly what we do; scan the chart pack 
looking for trouble in a bull market or potential in a bear 
market and then look deeper when called to. 
 
See the Portfolio Notes. 
 

Appearances 
 
TradersEXPO, Chicago, IL  
July 22 - 24, 2018  
http://bit.ly/2IfUQLo 
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Bitcoin — Daily — One Year 
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Trying support once again, down-
trend still intact. It’s a ‘logical 
place’ and a Squeeze, so look for 
some action to develop.  

ETF Portfolios 

Portfolio Notes: There is one change to the ETF portfo-
lios this week, sell EWS and buy EWQ, which is a 
switch from Spain to France. With the Value Line Geo-
metric Index at 581.61 the Value Line Plan remains in 
the market with a Friday sell stop of 568.35. Smaller 
stocks are the leadership after the FAANG stocks, both 
of which have recently made new highs. The advance - 
decline lines are leading the price structure and market 
internals remain strong. There are some signs of consol-

idation, Up Thrusts and the like, but no signs of serious 
deterioration. I have raised many of the stops in the 
Core Portfolio to protect profits. Amongst our dividend 
package I am most impressed with the patterns in GIS 
and SNY. If there is a worry it is the Up Thrust patterns 
and we are watching those carefully to see if change in 
strategy is called for. We have several speculative posi-
tions open, the Up Thrusts suggest that they be closed.  

ETF Portfolios Symbol Date Purchase Current Dividends Return Rank

Selected Price Price

Style (# in 21)

Small Cap Growth IJT 5/18/2018 186.25 194.29 0.00 4.32% 1

Russell 1000 Growth IWF 2/10/2017 111.06 147.90 1.88 34.87% 5

Russell 2000 Growth IWO 3/23/2018 191.64 211.83 0.00 10.54% 2

International (# in 24)

France EWQ 6/15/2018 32.27 32.27 0.00 0.00% 1

United Kingdom EWU 5/18/2018 37.27 35.96 0.00 -3.51% 2

Hong Kong EWH 5/11/2018 26.55 25.69 0.00 -3.24% 4

Sector (# in 27)

Technology XLK 11/10/2017 63.41 71.72 0.71 14.24% 6

Software PSJ 5/11/2018 74.86 80.72 0.00 7.84% 2

Consumer, Disc. XLY 12/1/2017 97.96 112.11 0.94 15.40% 3

Portfolio Notes 
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Slot Name Symbol Entry Entry Current Divid. Total Mental Action

Date Price Price Return Stop

Core Portfolio - US Equities

1 S&P 500 SPY 10/19/15 203.20      277.13      12.90    42.7% 257.00 Hold

2 Russell 2000 IWM 11/02/15 118.21      167.81      4.64      45.9% 159.00 1/2

3 S&P MidCap MDY 04/18/16 267.64      361.99      20.78    43.0% 349.00 1/2

4 Finance XLF 10/08/16 19.75        27.47        0.74      42.8% 26.50 Hold

5 Russell 1000 (Equal) EQAL 12/05/16 26.81        32.21        0.61      22.4% 30.00 Add

6 Healthcare ETF IYH 01/14/17 147.28      183.10      1.96      25.7% 171.00 Hold

7 S&P Small Cap IJR 03/17/17 69.35        85.55        0.95      24.7% 80.00 Add

8 S&P 500 Growth IVW 03/17/17 131.81      167.81      1.68      28.6% 157.00 Hold

9 Royal Dutch A RDS.A 05/26/17 54.63        67.24        2.72      28.1% 66.00 Hold

10 Basic Materials XLB 02/17/18 60.10        59.73        0.51      0.2% 56.00 Add

11 Telecomm VOX 12/09/17 86.39        86.75        1.87      2.6% 82.00 Hold

Core Portfolio - International

1 Japan EWJ 12/14/12 44.99        60.32        1.81      38.1% Hold

2 World VEU 10/19/15 45.53        53.81        2.64      24.0% Hold

3 Int'l Property ETF WPS 05/26/17 37.43        39.19        1.43      8.5% Hold

4 Germany EWG 02/17/18 33.02        32.43        -       -1.8% Hold

Core Portfolio - Gold+

1 Gold Miners GDX 02/17/18 22.07        22.23        -       0.7% Hold

2 Bitcoin BTC 02/17/18 10,380.04 6,463.90   -       -37.7% Add

Core Portfolio - Dividend

1 General Mills GIS 05/11/18 42.58        45.43        -       6.7% Buy

2 IBM IBM 05/11/18 144.63      145.39      -       0.5% Buy

3 Sanofi-Aventis SNY 05/11/18 38.58        39.94        -       3.5% Buy

4 UBS UBS 05/11/18 16.31        15.55        -       -4.6% Buy

5 Verizon VZ 05/11/18 48.59        48.06        -       -1.1% Buy

Core Portfolio - Yield

1 Barclays High Yield JNK 02/20/09 29.17        35.95        23.31    103.2% Hold

2 iShares High Yield HYG 02/20/09 69.98        86.12        47.14    90.4% Hold

3 PS Finan. Preferred PGF 03/13/09 8.35          18.52        13.15    279.2% Hold

Cash

1 Doubleline Low DurationDBLSX 09/15/17 10.09        9.95          0.77      6.3% Hold

2 Vanguard Short Term VCSH 09/15/17 79.79        78.05        1.22      -0.7% Hold
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Small stocks are where the action 
is and the real leadership. 

Russell 2000 Advance—Decline Line — One Year 

FAANG Index — One Year 

The leadership reasserts itself 
as our FAANG Index breaks 
out to a new high. 




